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The World Below just spits ‘em up. From the ones disguised as people to the ones ravening in the woods, 

these otherworldly threats to humanity must be hunted down and destroyed. 

 

 It’s never simple. Monsters follow different rules, and you know those rules, and how to find the 

weakness of whatever you face. You have a background in monster types, strengths, and weaknesses. 

Also, you know how to interrogate people, sift fact from rumor, dig through old records, and see 

patterns. Every hour of appropriate research, encounter that may yield information, or confrontation 

with a monster, you gain 1 useful fact or 2 Awesome Points (DM choice). Also, you know the “rules” 

(and habits) for common monster types, and may remember some for obscure monsters with a 

Commitment test. You may recognize a monster’s “tells” on a successful Awareness test even if it 

pretends to be something else. 

 

 You hunt monsters. That ends sad, or bloody. If your muscles don’t give out, your sanity will, or 

maybe your liver. Better make peace with that now. 

 

 Journal of your mentor, with room for you to add entries. Vistanti charm 

with 2 Awesome Points in it to protect you from a supernatural attack. Starting Coin: 3d10 silver. 

 

 

 Insanely Stubborn.* Rested. You can take 1 Wound and add your level against a supernatural 

assault that Commitment can resist. 

 

 Poison Blood.* Constant. You have drunk a cocktail of holy water, special herbs, and other foul (but 

holy) substances for years. Combine that with some special tattoos you got, and as long as you get 

your special drink once a week, (5 gold a dose) your blood is dangerous to monsters. Anything 

drinking your blood takes 2 Wounds for every Wound of yours they ingest, activating 1d5+1 rounds 

after they start. 

 

 Scholarly Familiarity.* Constant. You have studied a lot of languages, and their ancient forms. You 

can’t read clearly, but you can pick lore out of books, even if they are in dead or foreign languages. 

This takes 4 times as long as normal. You also can read rituals and incantations with enough 

accuracy, even if you don’t understand what you’re reading. 

 

 Self Possessed.* Constant. A tattoo over your heart, combined with some quick incantations you can 

silently recite in the back of your mind even while doing other things, renders you safe from demonic 

possession. No demon can possess you unless it has more Wounds than you have levels. 

 

 Witness of the Unspeakable.* Constant. You do not have to test for Terror or Horror unless the 

difficulty is higher than your level. 


